The Klingon Army uses rank insignia similar to the Deep Space Fleet, but with brown bars replacing the steel gray bars of naval insignia. There are two unusual cases regarding Army insignia.

1. Those who are “technical warrant” officers have yellow bars, but (unlike the Fleet) an officer who has a “regular” commission at one rank wears brown bars for that rank, with yellow bars for his higher “technical warrant” rank. Some officers (e.g., doctors) have only yellow bars.

2. Certain “branches” have a special insignia. The 5% of officers who are “Dassant-qualified” (special forces, paratroops, rangers, commandos) have a "second" bar the green color of the Marines; none of these are K2s. Officers of armor have a black “second bar” and officers of “space installations” have a steel gray “second bar”.
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